Wetherby District Minibus
Use by Wetherby District Groups
Terms and Conditions of Use
1.

Use of the minibus is insured under the Wetherby District insurance policy for
‘scouting purposes’, but the following insurance conditions must be met:
a) Drivers must be a member of the Scout Association.
b) Drivers must have held a full driving licence for 2 years.
c) Drivers must have D1 entitlement on their driving licence.
d) Drivers must be aged 21 or over but not aged more than 70.

2.

All drivers must show their driving licence to the Wetherby Minibus Manager as
evidence that they are entitled to drive the minibus.

3.

Unless Wetherby minibus authorised driver status has previously been confirmed, a
Minibus User Declaration Form must be completed for each driver at the time of
booking, or a minimum of 14 days prior to use for late bookings. Anything that needs
to be declared will be passed on to the insurer and the driver will not be entitled to
drive the minibus until insurer confirmation has been received.

4.

Should an insurance claim arise, the group using the minibus must pay any
insurance excess in addition to the usage charge.

5.

Unless Wetherby minibus authorised driver status has previously been confirmed, all
drivers must undergo a driver assessment with the Wetherby Minibus Manager. This
must be undertaken a minimum of 7 days before use and arrangements can be
made by contacting the minibus manager at
minibusmanager@wetherbydistrictscouts.org.uk

6.

The minibus has breakdown cover provided, details of which will be provided by the
Minibus Manager when collecting the keys. Any need to call for roadside emergency
assistance must be notified to the Minibus Manager on return, including the date,
time & place, reason and action taken.

7.

The Minibus Manager will give instruction on the daily examination and vehicle check
sheet which must be completed at the start of each day, whether the vehicle is used
or not.

8.

The person booking the minibus is responsible for:
a) Completing all necessary documentation with the Minibus Manager before use
b) Ensuring that anyone driving the minibus has completed a Minibus User
Declaration Form and has been approved to drive by the insurer

9.

Each driver is responsible for:
a) Complying with the Terms and Conditions of Use, including any statutory or
insurance requirements
b) Being aware of and complying with all requirements of the Highway Code and
associated Road Traffic Acts in the UK
c) Being aware of and complying with the Road Vehicles (Construction and Use)
Regulations 1986

d) Ensuring that the Gross Vehicle Weight does not exceed 4.1 tonnes
e) Ensuring that the roof rack is only used for light kit (200kg absolute maximum,
evenly spread), is securely loaded and that the Roof Rack Guidelines for Use on
the Wetherby District Scouts website (www.wetherbydistrictscouts.org.uk) are
adhered to
f) Not driving the vehicle under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medication
g) Ensuring that regular breaks are taken and no-one drives when tired
h) Ensuring that the doors and aisles are free from any obstruction
i) Ensuring that passengers remain seated and use seat belts whilst the vehicle is
moving
j) Ensuring that passengers do not consume alcohol or drugs on the vehicle and do
not distract the driver whilst the vehicle is moving
k) Accepting personal responsibility for any legal penalties imposed, including
parking fines
10.

The minibus must be cleaned inside and out, including emptying sweet papers etc
from ashtrays, before being returned. If it is not returned in a clean condition the
group that has used it will be required to pay for cleaning/valeting in addition to the
usage charge.

11.

The Wetherby inibus Manager must be notified of any damage, defects, accidents
and traffic offences when the vehicle is returned.

12.

The usage charge excludes fuel, which must be paid for by the group using the
minibus. The minibus will have a full tank of fuel when it is collected and must be
returned with a full tank. Should the tank not be full on return the group that has used
it will be required to pay the cost of refilling it.

13.

Full payment must be made at the latest when collecting the keys.
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